In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful

FOREWORD
My Dear Sisters,
Assalamo Alaikum wa Rahmatullahe wa Barakatuhu
These Guidelines have been prepared for Office Bearers of
Lajna Ima’illah Worldwide and are presented for your
attention. They are in full accordance with the Constitution of
Lajna Ima’illah and some rules and guidance have been fully
explained and clarified in order to assist the Office Bearers to
discharge their responsibilities in the best manner. Action in
accordance with the Constitution is fundamental and practice
of points detailed in the Guidelines are a minimum
requirement.
Furthermore, National Sadr Lajna can, if so desired, compile a
similar guide in the language of their country and forward it to
all their Local Majalis in order to make it easy for them to carry
out the responsibilities of their Shobas.
Should there be any points in the Guidelines that require
further clarification, Lajna Section can be contacted via their
email as below.
We pray that may Allah enable us to discharge our responsibilities
in the best manner with sincerity and dedication. Ameen.
Wassalam
Yours sincerely,
Rehana Ahmad
In-Charge Central Lajna Section
14th June 2017
office@centrallajna.org

PLEDGE LAJNA IMA’ILLAH
َ ش َهدُ أنُْ اَّلإِ ٰل َُه إِ اَّلللُ َو ْحدَهُ َ َُّل
ْ َأ
ُ ُك لَه
َُ ش ِر ْي
ْ َوأ
ش َهدُ أناُ م َح امدًا َع ْبدهُ َو َرس ْول ُه ځ
I bear witness that there is no God but Allah, the One,
without any partner. And I bear witness that Muhammad
(peace and blessing of Allah be upon Him) is His servant and
His messenger.
I affirm that I shall always be ready to sacrifice my life,
property, time and children for the cause of faith and the
community. I shall always adhere to truth and shall always be
prepared to make every sacrifice for the perpetuation of the
Ahmadiyya Khilafat, Insha’Allah.

PLEDGE NASIRATUL-AHMADIYYA
َ ش َهدُ أنُْ اَّلإِ ٰل َُه إِ اَّلللُ َو ْحدَهُ َ َُّل
ْ َأ
ُ ُك لَه
َُ ش ِر ْي
ْ َوأ
ش َهدُ أناُ م َح امدًا َع ْبدهُ َو َرس ْولهُ ځ
I bear witness that there is no God but Allah, the One,
without any partner. And I bear witness that Muhammad
(peace and blessing of Allah be upon Him) is His servant and
His messenger.
I solemnly promise that I shall always keep myself ready to
serve my faith, my nation and my country and shall always
be prepared to make every sacrifice for the perpetuation of
the Ahmadiyya Khilafat, Insha’Allah
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VALUABLE ADVICE
The Promised Messiah (peace be upon him) stated:
“If possible, one should serve their faith. How fortunate is
that individual who spends his time and energy, all his
faculties, his life and wealth, all for the service of God’s
faith”. (Malfoozat Vol.3 P.11 Ed. 2003)
Hazrat Musleh Maud (may Allah be pleased with him)
said:
“The day is drawing near when those who participate in
Jama’at work will attain great honours. The progeny of
those people who do not take an interest in Jama’at work
will be cast aside in rejection. When at a time, countries like
America and England will consider it an honour in sending
their representatives to the Jama’at for consultation, the
children of those people who never showed any interest in
Jama’at work, will ask to be participants in that consultation.
The response they will receive is that previously your
forefathers never cared for Jama’at work and so now your
consultation cannot be taken or included (in matters of
importance).
So get rid of this negligence and develop an
understanding that if a person attends ANY Jama’at
meeting, he is blessed so abundantly that even an
American Council membership would appear inferior to
those blessings.
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Therefore, attend a Jama’at meeting even if it means
losing out somewhere else because your lack of
attendance at a Jama’at meeting will not affect the
Jama’at in any way, but it would mean that you would not
be recipients of Godly favours”.
(Report Majlis Mashawarat P. 24)
Hazrat Khalifatul-Masih V (aba)
“Then, another quality of office-bearers should be
displaying happiness and showing good morals when
dealing with other people.
Therefore, the office-bearers have a great responsibility and
particularly national presidents, presidents and the
departments of Tarbiyat and decision-making councils that
they should come up with ways to create ease for the people.
However, it should be kept in mind that whichever methods
are formulated they should fall in line with the
commandments of Allah the Almighty.
Similarly, another important aspect of the responsibilities of
national presidents, presidents or local Secretaries is the
immediate and careful implementation of the guidelines and
circulars issued by the centre within their respective
localities.”
(Friday Sermon 15th July 2016)
“Our Office-bearers and workers should demonstrate
the highest level of tolerance and forbearance. They
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should accept criticism open heartedly, and whilst being
mindful of everyone’s self-respect, their reply should be
based on evidence.”
“Office-bearers should show the highest level of obedience
to their superiors and deal with people in a gentle manner.
Office holders should pray that their subordinates are
virtuous individuals. Never give preferential treatment to
anyone. The honour and sanctity of the system of the
Jama’at should be upheld at all times. Never allow only
those individuals who sing your praises to gather around
you.”
Whilst addressing the members of the Jama’at, Huzoor-eAnwar (aba) stated: “You all have a big responsibility and
that is to show obedience, obedience and only obedience,
whilst at the same time you must also pray. May Allah
the Almighty enable us to understand our responsibilities.
Ameen.
(Al-Fazl, Rabwah, 9th December 2003)
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MEMBERSHIP
Membership of Lajna Ima’illah: After reaching 15 years
of age, every Ahmadi woman will be considered as Lajna
and will be registered as member of Lajna Ima’illah.
Membership of Nasiratul-Ahmadiyya: After reaching the
age of 7, a girl will be considered as Nasirat and will be
registered as member of Nasiratul-Ahmadiyya.
LAJNA YEAR
Lajna year starts from October and ends in September.
Lajna Finance Year is the same, from October to September.
MEETINGS AND PROGRAMMES OF LAJNA
IMA’ILLAH
With the approval of Sadr, the General Secretary should
give prior notice of meetings and programmes. Punctual
attendance of all members is required at these events.
MAJLIS AMILA MEETING
At least one monthly meeting of Amila of Local Majlis
and National Amila should take place. Kindly ensure
maximum attendance is achieved. The meeting should
begin with recitation of the Holy Quran, Pledge and
focussing on the topic of Salat (Lajna Constitution Rule
No. 192) and after silent prayer, Sadr Lajna should start
the proceedings by providing details of the agenda.
Secretaries may ask questions after seeking permission of
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Sadr Lajna and the proceedings should be carried out with
good decorum which should be maintained at all times.
MONTHLY GENERAL MEETING
At least once a month it is required that a meeting should
be held, prior information about which should be
provided by the General Secretary with the aim of
achieving 100% attendance. After recitation of the Holy
Quran, Hadith and Pledge and excerpts from Malfoozat,
time should be allocated for Secretaries for their
departments and the proceedings should end with silent
prayer.
GROUP MEETINGS
For ease of members, local groups may be formed of
members living in close proximity to each other and a
Group Leader will be appointed by Sadr Lajna who will
also nominate a house where group meetings may be held
and where syllabus of the different Shobas should be
studied. Meetings should be started and concluded
punctually (in order not to inconvenience others residing
at the property). Members who were unable to attend the
General Meeting should attend the Group Meeting.
FAMILY MEETING
In countries where the general environment is not
peaceful, meetings should be held once a week or at least
once a month family members should get together and
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discuss some tarbiyati topic and should provide a report
of this activity.
IJTEMA LAJNA IMA’ILLAH AND NASIRATULAHMADIYYA
1. These Ijtemas will take place at the Local Majlis level
as well as Regional and National level.
2. Syllabus for Ijtema should be prepared at the national level
at least four months in advance and forwarded to regions
and local majalis by the National Secretary Talim.
3. Rules and Regulations of competitions to be held at Ijtema
should be attached to the Syllabus together with the
relevant judging sheet.
4. Winners of competitions at local and regional level will
take part at the national level.
5. Nasirat and Lajna who have paid their membership and
Ijtema Chanda will be entitled to participate in the Ijtema
competition programme.
6. The members of Nasirat whose date of birth is after July,
may take part in the Nasirat competitions.
7. Proceedings of Ijtema should begin with recitation of the
Holy Quran and Pledge after which the Ijtema programme
for the whole day and rules and regulations should be
announced.
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ELECTION OF NATIONAL SADR LAJNA
IMA’ILLAH
1. Permission for the election of National Sadr should be
sought from Khalifatul-Masih (aba) and for election of
Sadr Majlis, Regional Sadr should seek the permission of
National Sadr.
2. For election of Sadr of local Majalis, General Secretary
should inform members at least 15 days before the date of
the election and should ensure maximum attendance for
the election. Only those members will be informed who
have paid the membership and Ijtema Chanda and who
fulfil the relevant rules of eligibility. On the day of
election, no other programme should be held. After the
date for the election has been set, Chandas should not be
taken just for the purpose of being eligible to vote.
3. The Election Meeting should begin with the recitation of
the Holy Quran after which rules of election should be read
out. If the quorum is fulfilled, the representative leading
the election should lead the silent prayer after which she
should begin to take proposed names for election and
seconded. At least three names should be proposed.
4. The names should be presented in the same order as they
were proposed and vote taken by show of hands and
numbers noted down. Only those present will be entitled
to vote.
5. After the voting has taken place, the representative in
charge will report to the National Sadr the election results
for her approval and once this is obtained, members should
be notified.
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6. The name of the representative in charge of election
cannot be proposed for Sadr nor can she propose
anyone and she is not entitled to vote. (This should be
clarified at the time when the rules are being read out).
7. Election meeting should be held with decorum. Those who
come late, will not be permitted to vote and those present
will not be permitted to leave without permission prior to
election proceedings being finalised.
8. Election of National Sadr should be held in the Majlis
Shura.
9. A member who is not in attendance at Majlis Shura may
have her name proposed for Sadr (providing she fulfils the
Lajna Constitution Rule No. 8, conditions of becoming an
Office Bearer).
10. The numbers in attendance should match the number of
votes.
11. Prior to approval of National Sadr, congratulations should
be absolutely avoided.
12. Elections should be held at the end of the Lajna year, at the
end of September or at the beginning of October, rather
than during the year so that the newly elected members
may start their work at the beginning of the year.
13. After appointing the National Amila, approval of
Khalifatul-Masih (aba) should be sought which is for one
year. Approval needs to be sought for Amila members
every year.
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MEETING OF MAJLIS SHURA
1. Majlis Shura will be held at the Annual Ijtema [permission
should be sought from Khalifatul-Masih (aba) if there are
difficult circumstances which necessitate it being held at a
different time].
2. Approval for holding Majlis Shura dates should be sought
from Khalifatul-Masih at least 3-4 months in advance by
National Sadr Lajna. Approval for Shura proposals should
be sought at least 2 months prior to the event.
3. Proposals should be sought from local Majalis and Regions
for the betterment of Lajna and Nasirat of the country.
After having obtained approval of Khalifatul-Masih (aba),
any subscriptions or increase therein for membership or
Ijtema (or for any other need such as Sports or Khidmat
Khalq) should be proposed at the Shura. Annual Budget
will also be presented before Shura.
4. In the Lajna Ima’illah Constitution (2017) for the first time
the procedure for conducting Majlis Shura has been
included, for which Lajna Section humbly sought the
approval of Huzoor Aqdas, Khalifatul-Masih V (aba) and
Huzoor very kindly gave approval for this. Meeting of
Majlis Shura should be conducted accordingly and matters
should be dealt with according to the Rules.
5. Where Majlis Shura is not held, decisions should be taken
by Majlis Amila Mulk and approval should be obtained
from Khalifatul-Masih (aba).
6. In the Constitution, for every 25 members, one member is
to be elected. Should the National Lajna be very large or
very small, permission should be sought from Khalifatul-
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Masih (aba) as to what proportion of members should
attend the Shura.
7. Whether the total Tajnid of a country is large or small, it is
imperative that a Majlis Shura should be held according to
the rules of the Constitution.
GUIDANCE RELATING TO THE RED BOOK
In accordance with the direction of Khalifatul-Masih IV
(ra), after every programme any issues arising should be
noted down in a Red Book under the guidance of Sadr
Lajna. Prior to the next programme, these points should be
addressed for better outcomes in the future.
GUIDANCE FOR MAJLIS AMILA AND DUTIES
OF OFFICE BEARERS OF SHOBAJAAT
SADR LAJNA IMA’ILLAH
1. With the consent of National Sadr Lajna, a proposed
programme of action for all the departments should be
sent to all the local Majalis at the beginning of the Lajna
Ima’illah year, during the month of October.
2. Sadr Lajna will be responsible for organising national
Ijtema for Lajna and Nasirat, Majlis Shura, elections of
Sadrs Majalis, Refresher Course for Office Bearers and
other programmes for Lajna and Nasirat.
3. She will obtain permission from Khalifatul-Masih (aba)
for holding an election for National Sadr and for
appointing a representative. She will also obtain approval
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from Khalifatul-Masih (aba) for the new elected National
Sadr Lajna.
4. She will be responsible for compiling the Annual Budget
and obtaining approval from Khalifatul-Masih (aba) for it
to be submitted before Majlis Shura for deliberation.
5. She will obtain prior approval of Khalifatul-Masih (aba)
for Majlis Shura proposals to be put before Majlis Shura
as well as obtaining approval of Khalifatul-Masih (aba)
for the recommendations of the Majlis Shura.
6. She will obtain approval of the programme of Lajna
Session at Jalsa Salana together with the approval of the
speakers from the National Amir/Sadr. Approval will be
needed of Khalifatul-Masih (aba) should KhalifatulMasih (aba) be attending their programme in person.
7. National Sadr Lajna is bound by the principle that no men
will take part in the Lajna programmes be they local,
regional or national. Lajna should arrange for their
programmes and classes to be taken by Lajna members.
(Prior approval of Khalifatul-Masih should be sought if
there is to be a speech by a male member such as
National Sadr/Amir or Missionary addressing Lajna).
8. She will be responsible for submitting to KhalifatulMasih (aba) the 25% of Lajna and Nasirat Membership
Chanda for Markaz Share (Central Reserve Fund) either
directly or via the National Amir/Sadr. A further 25%
should be divided among the local Lajna and Nasirat
Majalis and the Region. The remaining 50% should be
kept by the National Lajna for their own expenses.
Permission of Khalifatul-Masih (aba) needs to be sought
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before any annual saving can be used by the National
Lajna.
9. The rate of Chanda Majlis, Chanda Ijtema, or any other
Lajna Chanda may be fixed by Majlis Shura.
10. Monthly and Annual Reports should be submitted timely
to Khalifatul-Masih (aba) for his prayers and guidance,
following the format provided by the Lajna Section, giving
comparative facts and figures.
11. National Sadr Lajna is not permitted to destroy official
records. Following election of a new Sadr, complete
records should be handed over as a trust. The Secretaries
should also follow this rule. At the end of every year
Majlis Amila should take a joint decision as to which
records may be destroyed. (Records need to be kept for
three years in any case).
NAIB SADR
1. In addition to providing assistance to National Sadr, she
will also be responsible for her own department.
2. In the event of acting as National Sadr, she will discharge
the duties of that office but she is not permitted to negate
or change any decision of the National Sadr.
GENERAL SECRETARY
1. General Secretary is responsible for maintaining accurate
Lajna records. On the instructions of the Sadr, she is also
responsible for ensuring that all Amila members maintain
and safeguard records for 3 years and upon a new Secretary
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taking charge of a department, these records should be
passed on to her as a trust for safekeeping.
2. The General Secretary will be responsible for recording the
proceedings and attendance at Majlis Amila or other
meetings and for forwarding decisions to relevant
members.
3. The General Secretary will be responsible for obtaining
timely monthly reports from all the Majalis of the country
and for compiling a National Report to be submitted to the
National Sadr.
4. The General Secretary will act to encourage those Majalis
who lag behind to become more active, for obtaining
reports for comparative assessment and for encouraging
Majalis to boost their attendance at meetings aiming at
100% attendance. She will also be responsible for
providing to the local Majalis feedback on their progress.
5. The General Secretary should ensure that the Lajna
magazines, newsletters and monthly or annual reports do
not contain unnecessary pictures or close-ups of Lajna
members.
6. She will record in the Red Book whatever the Sadr Lajna
wishes to be recorded.
NAIB GENERAL SECRETARY
1. Naib (First) General Secretary is a permanent member of
Majlis Amila.
2. Naib General Secretary is responsible for providing full
assistance to the General Secretary in her activities.
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SECRETARY TAJNID
1. Secretary Tajnid shall keep a record of the names and
details of Lajna and Nasirat and shall point out increase
or decrease in the total membership figure.
2. She shall prepare a list every year of all the registered
members of all the Majalis.
SECRETARY DIYAFAT
1. She shall be responsible for organising refreshments at
Lajna programmes.
2. She shall organise a Diyafat Team.
3. She shall keep a complete record of all the expenses.
4. She should arrange to have cooking competitions and
training in etiquettes of taking food and drink.
SECRETARY ISHA’AT
1. Secretary Isha’at should encourage Lajna members to
write essays and articles and to undertake research
projects.
2. Lajna magazines, newsletters, books and translations
should be compiled and published to a high standard with
a large number of subscribers.
3. Book Stalls should be arranged at Lajna events and an
account should be kept of income and expenses.
4. Arrangements should be made for the translation in local
languages of the Friday Sermons and books of the Jama’at.
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5. According to the need of the time, a Media Team should
compile programmes for MTA and take part in the Jama’at
Radio station.
6. Poetry sessions (Musha’ira) should be arranged for Lajna
members who are interested in poetry.
7. Articles should be written and sent to newspapers and
magazine in defence of Islam.
8. A Media In-charge should be appointed so that social
media can be used in an acceptable manner through her
office under her guidance and supervision.
9. After obtaining permission from Khalifatul-Masih (aba), a
secure Lajna Website should be set up for their own
country and in addition to National Syllabus and Talim
Papers, a link should be given for alislam.org.
SECRETARY MAL
1. The annual financial period, is the same as the annual
period of Lajna Ima’illah, will be from the month of
October to the month of September. The Finance Budget
should be compiled based on this period.
2. Secretary Mal should prepare an annual proposed budget
and, through the office of Sadr Lajna, should present it to
Majlis Shura and arrange to present it to Khalifatul-Masih
(aba) for approval.
3. Annual and monthly reports/statements should be prepared
in accordance with the format provided by the Lajna
Section.
4. The total number of chanda paying members together
with other financial sacrifices and initiatives for
encouraging Lajna members to take full part in financial
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sacrifices (e.g. finance seminars) to be included in the
reports/statements.
5. The numbers of Moosies and comparison figures with
previous years should be included in the Report.
6. Report of payment of the 25% Markaz Share (Central
Reserve Fund) should be submitted to KhalifatulMasih (aba) either directly or through the office of
National Sadr or Amir Sahib.
7. Secretary Mal should arrange for the distribution of the
25% grant (share of Chanda Majlis and Nasirat)
between the Region and local Majalis.
8. 50% (share of Chanda Majlis and Nasirat) should be kept
for the use of National Lajna for their expenses.
9. Chanda Ijtema from Lajna and Nasirat should be spent on
the Annual Ijtema and a budget should be planned for
this.
10. At the end of the Lajna year, the surplus amount can
only be used with the permission from Khalifatul-Masih
(aba).
11. Lajna with small number for members can submit their
financial reports quarterly instead of monthly.
12. Local Majalis should report their annual surplus to the
National Finance Secretary and spend it with the
permission of National Sadr. All sections of the attached
Finance Report Form should be completed.
AUDITOR
1. The Auditor will be appointed at the national and regional
level.
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2. Audit should be carried out on a regular basis by checking
against receipts and maintaining a good record of accounts.
3. Any irregularity should be brought to the attention of the
National Sadr Lajna immediately.
SECRETARY TARBIYAT
1. Secretary Tarbiyat should ensure through an effective
plan that the Annual Syllabus and Guidelines are
followed at the local Majlis level.
2. The number of members completing the Syllabus and the
numbers benefiting should be reported in monthly and
annual reports. Furthermore, the numbers of members
who know the Salat and offer the Salat, observing
Purdah should be stated together with the total Tajnid.
3. Extra/special activities and efforts made should be
entered in the Report: activities such as safeguarding
against bad traditions and non-Islamic practices;
resolution of disputes; Tarbiyat of mothers for the
responsibility of their children; Yaume-Ummahaat
(Mothers’ Day); Yomul-Binaat (Daughters’ Day);
Marriage Workshops/Seminars; Tarbiyat of young
daughters; establishment of Islahi Committees (for
reforming practices and behaviour); establishment of a
Help Desk ensuring privacy.
4. At local Majlis level details of visiting homes for
Tarbiyati issues and the action taken for reform should be
reported in detail.
5. Secretary Tarbiyat should undertake the training of Lajna
members with wisdom and kindness in Islamic values and
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the Ahmadiyya Jama’at principles. (She should keep
close contact with younger girls).
6. In Family Classes, discussion on Tarbiyati topics should
be encouraged between parents and children in a loving
and kind environment.
7. Mothers and daughters should be reminded about the
careful use of latest technology in social media.
SECRETARY TARBIYAT NAU MUBAI’AT
1. A period of three years from the date of Bai’at is
identified for a convert to be a Nau Mubai’at. During this
period Secretary Nau Mubia’at shall assist the Nau
Mubia’at to become an active members.
2. A Syllabus should be compiled for the Nau Mubai’at with
the assistance of Secretary Talim. Secretary Nau
Mubai’at is responsible for keeping records of the
numbers of Nau Mubai’at Lajna together with their
details.
3. Secretary Nau Mubai’at shall be responsible for the
Tarbiyat of Nau Mubai’at working with sincerity and
love, keeping regular contact with them and helping them
to resolve their difficulties.
4. Secretary Nau Mubia’at should convey the importance of
Jama’at Chandajaat and encourage the Nau Mubia’at to
participate in the Jama’at Chandajaat and financial
sacrifice.
5. Home visits should be made and Tarbiyati classes should
be arranged for the Nau Mubai’at in order for them to
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understand the Nizame Jama’at and enable them to
become an active member of Lajna.
6. Nasirat Nau Mubai’at should be introduced to the
Secretary Nasirat.
7. Chanda paying Nau Mubai’at will be eligible for taking
part in elections.
8. Secretary Nau Mubai’at, in their reports, should give
details of Nau Mubai’at who listen to Friday Sermons and
participate in Lajna programmes.
9. Secretary Nau Mubia’at should arrange for the learning of
the Holy Quran by the Nau Mubia’at and familiarise them
with Islamic principles and Islamic forms of worship as
well as with the Nizame Jama’at.
SECRETARY TABLIGH
1. This department should give details of efforts made to
meet the targets set by the Centre for Bai’ats. These
details should be submitted in the monthly and annual
reports.
2. The numbers of Lajna actively doing Tabligh, number
under Tabligh and the number of books, pamphlets and
leaflets distributed should be stated in the report.
3. The number attending Tabligh programmes,
Symposiums, Book Displays, Seeratun-Nabi (SAW)
Days, Interfaith programmes should be given in the
report.
4. Efforts should be made to compile programmes for radio,
television, social media as well as writing for newspapers
and magazines.
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5. Tabligh Committee and a Media Cell should be established
and a Tabligh In-Charge should be appointed. (Letters and
articles written by members should be checked before
sending them to the relevant newspapers or magazines).
Ahmadiyya Muslim women Students’ Association should
be established and a Student In-Charge should be
appointed through the office of the National Sadr Lajna.
Student In-Charge should be appointed from among the
students.
6. With the permission of National Sadr Lajna, records
should be kept of the contacts with female Members of
Parliament or letters written at the national governmental
level.
7. Season’s greetings should be distributed to neighbours,
teachers and friends and to those under Tabligh.
SECRETARY TALIM
1. Secretary Talim will be responsible for compiling a
Syllabus and making it available for members.
2. The number of members completing the Syllabus and the
number benefiting should be reported in monthly and
annual reports. Furthermore, the numbers of those taking
part in the test and quarterly and annual assessment
should be included in the reports.
3. Details of meetings and the number attending classes and
other educational programmes should be given in the
report.
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4. The Secretary Talim should obtain the help of teachers of
the Holy Quran and encouraging research by allocating
topics for research.
5. The National Secretary Talim should compile an annual
Syllabus for Ijtema and arrange for it to be made
available to all Majalis. Rules for competitions and
general rules for holding the Ijtema should also be
formulated by the Talim Secretary. The deadline dates
should be set for names of proposed participants in the
Ijtema to be forwarded to the Centre.
6. The Syllabus should be uploaded on the national website
and a target should be set of 100% of Lajna members
benefiting from this.
7. A separate Talim Syllabus and Ijtema should be made for
the Nau Mubia’at with the assistance of Secretary Nau
Mubia’at.
SECRETARY KHIDMAT KHALQ
1. Secretary Khidmat Khalq should submit a report of the
details of all the schemes and work undertaken together
with figures.
2. Charitable work should be undertaken for both within
Jama’at and outside including work under Humanity
First. Secretary Khidmat Khalq should also formulate
plans and schemes for inculcating self-sufficiency among
women.
3. Visits should be undertaken of homes for the elderly,
hospitals, welfare and charitable organisations. With the
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assistance of Shoba Tabligh, programmes should be
developed for promoting welfare.
4. Choice of Charities to be helped and organisation of
Charity Walks and targets for fundraising to be set.
5. She should prepare lists of the elderly lady members of her
Majlis with whom continued contact should be maintained
and care and help should be provided.
6. In the event of a death within the Majlis, as well as offering
condolences, help with bathing and burial rites should be
provided. Arrangement for food for at least three days is
also advisable.
7. She should maintain contact with the local welfare
authorities and charities.
SECRETARY SANA’AT WA DASTKARI
1. Classes should be arranged for learning skills. Details of
workshops and competitions and stalls should be
organised in accordance with the Syllabus.
2. Numbers of participating members and details of
exhibitions and Meena Bazaars to be given in the report.
3. Assistance should be provided for the learning of
computing skills and suggestions and tips given for help
in compiling C.V. and earning an income.
4. Setting up a competitive criteria for the Best Business
Woman Award and making its details available to all
Majalis.
5. Together with Secretary Khidmat Khalq, she should raise
awareness of facilities provided by authorities for
learning the national language as well as computer skills.
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SECRETARY TAHRIK JADID & WAQF JADID
1. Details should be given in the report of promises made
and amounts collected as well as providing details of
payments under Daftar 3 of Tahrik Jadid.
2. Details of numbers of participating Lajna and Nasirat
should be given together with annual comparisons.
3. Details need to be provided of any seminars held or other
efforts made to promote the work of this Shoba.
4. The Secretary of this Shoba should strive to encourage
everyone to take part in the schemes and especially
encourage mothers to include all their children in the
schemes including newborns.
SECRETARY HEALTH & FITNESS
1. Competitive sports and tournaments should be organised
for Lajna members and arrangements should be made for
swimming and hiking. Picnics and trips should also be
organised.
2. Seminars should be held and articles prepared for the
dissemination of knowledge about disease and its
prevention and benefits of exercise.
3. Steps should be taken to familiarise Lajna members with
First Aid and with principles of achieving and maintaining
good health through healthy lifestyle.
4. Self Defence classes should be organised.
5. Charity Walks should be organised with the assistance of
Shoba Khidmat Khalq.
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SECRETARY NASIRAT
1. Secretary Nasirat should keep an account of the Nasirat
statistics together with full particulars of girls aged
between 7 to 14 years of age.
2. She should pay special attention to ensure that the annual
Syllabus is being followed in classes and that the education
and development of Nasirat is progressing well.
3. Secretary Nasirat should make an Amila team that will
work under the Secretary Nasirat as her assistant.
4. Assistant Shoba Mal should keep an account of Chanda
Nasirat and compile a list of Nasirat not paying Chanda.
5. Secretary Nasirat should make her own budget and set up
a team to collect the Chandajaat. However, it will still be
a part of the main budget.
6. Nasirat who were born between July and September, at
their 15th birthday may take part in Nasirat Ijtema
competitions, having first sought approval from Sadr
Lajna. (However, if they are particularly able, they may if
they so wish, take part in Lajna competitions).
7. Attention of Nasirat should be drawn towards regularity
in listening to the Friday Sermons and towards
importance of Purdah and the numbers of those acting
upon these guidelines should be given in Nasirat reports.
8. Nau Mubai’at Nasirat should have a separate Syllabus
and have their own tests and competitions. Secretary
Nasirat should make sincere efforts in taking care of the
Nau Mubai’at.
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9. The Nasirat In-Charge should inform mothers of the
programmes arranged for girls in order to seek their cooperation.
10. In the Nasirat meetings, they should be encouraged to
read articles prepared by themselves. They should be help
and encouraged in delivering quality speeches.
11. During the year, arrangements should made to award the
Majlis of best performing Nasiratul Ahmadiyya.
MU’AVINA SADR
1. The number of Mu’avinas to National Sadr may be up to
maximum of five with the permission of Khalifatul-Masih
(aba).
2. Mu’avina to National Sadr is a permanent member of
Majlis Amila and will be responsible for discharging
whatever roles or duties that are assigned to her by the
National Sadr (e.g. Wasiyyat In-Charge, Rishta Nata,
Waqfe Nau or In-Charge Region or Majalis etc.).
HONORARY MEMBERS
Honorary Members are a part of the Majlis Amila.
National Sadr and Amila members may seek guidance
from them. Approval of the names of the Honorary
Members is also required from Khalifatul-Masih (aba).

********************
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Final words:

دخِتم دنی وک اک لضف ایہٰل اج ون
اسےکدبےلںیمیھبکاطبلِااعنمہنوہ
) (رضحتحلصموموع ؓد
Translation:
Service to the religion itself is Grace of Allah
Never ask for any reward in exchange
[Hazrat Musleh Mau’d, Hazrat Khalifatul-Masih II (ra)]
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Ten Conditions of Baiat
1. That till the last day of his life, he shall abstain
from shirk (associating any partners with Allah).
2. That he shall keep away from falsehood,
cruelty, adultery, dishonesty, disorder, rebellion
and every kind of evil.
3. That he shall offer prayers (Salat) five times
daily.
4. That he shall not inflict injury on any of Allah’s
creatures.
5. That he would bear every hardship for the sake
of Allah.
6. That he shall not follow vulgar customs and
guard against evil inclinations.
7. That he shall discard pride and haughtiness, live
in humility & meekness
8. That he shall hold his faith, dignity, and the
welfare of Islam dearer than his own life,
wealth and children.
9. That he shall have sympathy for all of God’s
creatures, and devote his talents to their
welfare.
10. That he shall establish brotherhood with me
(i.e. Ahmad), obeying me in all good things,
and firmly adhere to these rules until the last
breadth of his life.
https://www.alislam.org/library/book/briefhistory-ahmadiyya-muslim/ten-conditions-baiat
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